This paper describes a data parallel method for polygon rendering on a massiuely parallel machine. This method, based on a simple shading model, is targeted for applications which req?6ire very fast rendering for eztremely large acts of polygons.
Introduction
In recent years, massively parallel processors (MPPs) have proven to be a valuable tool for performing scientific computation.
The memory systems on this type of computer are far greater than those found on traditional vector supercomputers. As a result, scientists who utilize these MPPs can execute their three dimensional simulation models with a much finer grid resolution than previously possible. These extremely large grid sizes prove to be both a blessing and a curse. The first row is the data for a viewing angle of (0,0), the second row is the data for a viewing angle of (45, 45) , and the third row is the data for a viewing angle of (90, 90) .
The columns are partition sizes for each of the MPPs.
All times are reported in seconds. The data set with small polygons fits our assumption that geometry generated from scientific data on massively parallel computers will typically be composed of many small polygons (polygons which have few scanlines passing through them). The data set with large polygons violates this assumption and the times are given to show the effect. Figure  2 shows the results of rendering a data set generated from a hydro-dynamics 
